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INTERNAllO� cumRrAllON 
The more scientific data are generated 1n the impetuous 
present t1mes. the more ordering energy needs to be ex· 
pended to control these data 1n a retrievable fashion. With 
the abundaf'lce of knowledge now available the questions of 
new solutions to the ordering and thus of 1m

hiVe 
the� 

have been 1n the focus of interest seten-
tists the world over. . 
.Untfl recently. the special literature relevant to classifica
tion was published 1n piecemeal fashion. scattered over the 
numerous technical journals serving the experts of the 
various fields. such as 

phflosophy and science of science 
sctence 'Policy dnd science organization 
mathematics. statistics. and computer science 
l1brary and information science 
archfvfstics i\nd museology 
journalism and communication science 
industrial and commodtty classification 
terminology. lexicography, ling u1stics 

Beginning 1974 INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION has 
been serving as a common platform for the discussion of 
both theoretical background questions and practical appl1-
cation problems tn many areas of concern. In. each issue 
experts from many countries comment on questions of an 
adequate structuring and construction of ordering systems 
and on· the problems of their use tn opening the informa
tion contents of new l1terature, of ·data collections and sur
veys, of tabular works and of other objects of scientific 
interest. 
Their contributions have been concerned with (1) clarifying the theoretical foundations (general order

ing theory, scfence-theoretical bases of classification. 
data analyses and reduction) (2) describing practical operations connected with numeri· 
cal taxonomy/classification, as well as applk.ations of 
classffication systems and thesauri, manual and machine 
indexing 

(3) trd;cing the history of classification knowledge and me
thOdology 

(4) discussing questions of educatfon and training in clas
sif1cation 

(5) concerning themselves with the problems of terminolo
gy in general and with respect to special fields. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHOR,S 

Hanuscr�ts may be submitted 1n either Enlush, German or 
French the editor-in-chief in two sets the original and 
one copy) typed in double space. comprising between 1500 
to 3000 words. They should be accompanied by an EngUsh 
indicatiVe abstract of 100-200 words. 
Criteria for acceptance will be .approrrtateness to the field 
of the JOurnal (see Scope and Aims , taking into account 
the merit of the content and presentatfon. Papers are ac
cepted with the understanding that they have not been 
published. submitted or accepted· for publication elsewhere 
and that, if the work received official sponsorship, it has 
.been duly released for publ1catfon. Authors w111 usually be 
notiffed within 6 to 10 weeks. Unless specifically request
ed. manuscripts or fllustrations wfll not be returned. 
The text of the papers should be structured by subhead
ingsi-W- should contain (a) an introduction. stating the 
purpose, (b) a description of materials and methods in suf
ficient detail. (c) information on results or systems devel
oped and (d) a conclusion with a discussion and/or summa
rlzation. 
References should be listed at the end of the paper with 
the numbers in brackets referring. to such numbers in 
bracket� within the text part. . 
Additional notes should be indicated in the text by l1fted 
single numbers (e.g. text ) and equally collected with 
their texts at the end of the paper under the headfng 
Notes. 

AIMS 

Thus, INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION .is meant to be a pro
gramme for the improvement of classification methods and 
processes, a forum for discussion for all those interested 
in the organization of knowledge on a universal or a 
subject-field scale, using concept analyticai and/or con
cept-synthetical approaches as well a·s numerical proce
dures and compriSing also the intellectual and automatic 
compilation and use of classification systems and thesauri 
in all fields of knowledge, with special attention being 
given to the problems of terminology. 

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION publishes original articles, 
reports on conferences and similar communications. the 
Newsletters of FID/CR (Committee on Classification Re
search of the International Federation for Documentation), 
and COCTA (Committee on Conceptual and Terminological 
Analysis), book reviews, letters to the editor, and an 
extensive annotated bibliography of recent classification 
and indexing literature, covering between 400 and 500 
items in each issue. 

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION should therefore be available 
at every university and research library of every country, 
at every information center, at colleges and schools of 
library and information science, in the hands of everybody 
interested in the fields mentioned above and thus also at 
every office for updating information on any topic related 
to the problems of order in our information-flooded times. 

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION was founded in 1973 by an in
ternational group of scholars with a consulting board of 
editors representing the world's regions, the special 
classification fields and the subject areas involved. From 
1974-1980 IC was published by K.G.Saur Verlag, MUnchen. 
Back issues of 1978-1985 are available from INOEKS Verlag, 
too. (The 7 volumes of 1978-1984 are offered now at the 
highly reduced price of OM 250.-.) 

Rates: For 3 issues/ann. ( including indexes every three 
years): Institutions OM 84.-, Individuals f20%) , members 
of classification societies & groups (-30%), members of 
Gesellschaft fUr Klassifikation (-40%) + postage. For air
mail delivery add OM 4.- per issue. 

INDEKS Verlag, Woogstr. 36a, 0-6000 Frankfurt 50. 

Journal References should contain the names and initials of 
all authors, full title of the pUbHcation. abbreviation of 
the journal according to the ISO Standard No.4, volume 
number. year of publ1cation tn brackets, issue number and 
first and last page numbers. MOnOQra�h References should 
give .the name(s) of the author(s}.l'ur title. ed1don, place 
of publication, publ1sher.year and number of pages. 
Examples: 
Fugmann, R. : The glamour and the misery of the th.esau
rus approach. In: Int.Classif. l(l914)No.2. p.16-86. 20 
refs. 
Sartori, G., Riggs, F.W., leune. H.: Tower of Babel. On 
the definition and analysts of concepts tn the soc1a1· sci
ences. Pittsburgh, Pa.: Int.Studies Assoc. 1975. 101 p . •  
Int.Studies Occ.Paper No.6.· 
ntustrattons should be restricted to necessary minfmum. 
Graphs and Diagrams should be supplied as black 'and 
white drawings sUftable to reproduction, Half-tone '"lustra
tions should be sharp, wen-contrasted glossy pMn s. n· 
lustrations should be numbered lfghtly with soft penc," on 
the back.. Numbered legends should be attached on a s�pa
rate sheet. 
Tables should be typed doubl.e-spaced on a separate sheet, 
conta1n a number and a title at the top and be c1ted in the 
text. Each column should have a heading. 
Authors shan receive 25 reprints of their papers free of 
charge. Addtional reprints lIIay be ordered. 
Corrections 1n galley proof exceeding 101 of the typeset
Bng costs wfll be charged to the author. 
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